Temporary GIS Technician Position at Garkane Energy

There is a 1000 hour temporary position open at Garkane Energy in Kanab, UT. This person will help with field data collection as well as data management, traversing their system from Kanab to Colorado City, East Zion, Grand Canyon, and Capitol Reef. Details are as follows:

**QUALIFICATIONS:** High School diploma or equivalent. Must possess and maintain a valid Utah/AZ Class driver’s license.

**PREFERRED WORK EXPERIENCE:** field data collection, GPS troubleshooting, GIS data entry and management, working independently.

**Intern Duties:** To assist Garkane’s engineering staff with various engineering tasks and projects. Assignments will vary depending on current needs and will include:

- Organization of engineering reports and system records
- Field GPS data collection and survey work
- Technical documents upload to the Asset Management systems.
- Field verification of equipment
- Nameplate validation within the asset system on current equipment.
- Various other task as required
- At times this individual will need to work with substation/ line crews when some of this work is needed.

**Compensation:**

- Pay is $16.00 per hour with 1,000 hour maximum working time.

**APPLICATIONS:** Applications will be accepted immediately from interested parties. Application forms are available online at [www.GarkaneEnergy.com](http://www.GarkaneEnergy.com) and at each area office.

**Deadline to Apply: June 11, 2020** – Interested parties should submit their applications to Lexie Little, any area office or online at [lexie.little@garkane.com](mailto:lexie.little@garkane.com).

For more information, contact Lexie Little in the Kanab office 435-339-0063.